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ABSTRACT- A smart helmet is a type of protective headgear used by the rider which makes bike driving safer than 

before. The main purpose of this helmet is to provide safety for the rider. This can be implemented by using advanced 

features like alcohol detection, accident identification, location tracking, use as a hands-free device, fall detection. This 

makes it not only a smart helmet but also a feature of a smart bike. It is compulsory to wear the helmet, without which 

the ignition switch cannot turn ON. An RF Module can be used as wireless link for communication between transmitter 

and receiver. If the rider is drunk the ignition gets automatically locked, and sends a message to the registered number 

with his current location. In case of an accident, it will send a message through GSM along with location with the help 

of GPS module. The distinctive utility of project is fall detection; if the rider falls down from the bike it sends a 

message. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent times helmets have been made compulsory in Telangana State. Traffic accidents in India have been increased 

every year. As per Section 129 of Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, every single person riding a two-wheeler is required to 

wear protective headgear following the standards of BIS (Bureau of Indian Standards). Also, drunken driving under the 

influence (DUI) is a criminal offence according to the Motor Vehicle act 1939, which states that the bike rider will get 

punishment. Currently bike riders easily escape from the law. These are the three main issues which motivates us for 

developing this project. The first step is to identify whether the helmet is worn or not. If helmet is worn then ignition 

will start otherwise it remains off. For this, Force Sensing Sensor (FSR) sensor is used. The second step is alcohol 

detection. Alcohol sensor is used as breath analyser which detects the presence of alcohol in rider’s breath and if it 

exceeds permissible limit ignition cannot start. It will send message to the number saying that “Rider is drunk and is 

trying to ride the bike”. MQ-3 sensor is used for this purpose. When these two conditions are satisfied then only 

ignition starts. The third main issue is accident and late medical help. If the rider has met with an accident, he may not 

receive medical help instantly, which is one of the main reasons for death. Every second people dies due to delay in 

medical help, or in the case where the place of accident is unmanned. In fall detection, we place accelerometer in the 

bike unit. By this mechanism accidents can be detected. 

The aim of this project is to make à protection system in a helmet for the safety of bike rider. The smart helmet that is 

made is fitted with different sensors responsible for detection. There are two main units in this project. Each unit uses a 

microcontroller. Signal transmission between the helmet unit and bike unit is done using a RF module. 

II. TECHNICAL STUDIES 

2.1 Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) 

Force Sensing Resistor in Figure 1.1 is placed inside the helmet, where the actual human touch is sensed. It is 

determined by the helmet unit whether it is worn or not before starting the bike. If this condition is satisfied, then it 

sends the signal to bike unit to start. Force Sensing Resistors or FSRs are strong polymer thick film (PTF) devices 

whose resistance is inversely proportional to force applied to the face of the sensor. 
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FIG. 1.1 Force Resistive Sensor 

 

This sensor is used as human touch control in various applications, such as medical systems, automotive electronics 

and in robotics and industrial applications. Force sensing resistor is a two-wire sensor with a resistance that changes on 

applied force. 

2.2 MQ-3 AlcoholSensor 

MQ-3 gas sensor shown in Figure 1.2 is used for identifying the alcohol content from breath. It can be positioned just 

in front of the mouth. The sensor responds to various molecules in alcohol and determines if the rider is drunk. The 

sensor also has a potentiometer to adjust the concentration of gases. We calibrate the detector for 0.4mg/L of alcohol 

concentration in air and use a resistance of 200 KΩ. It has a 4 pins namely GND, VCC, A out and D out. The sensor 
supports both analog and digital outputs. Here we use digital output of this sensor. 

 

FIG. 1.2 MQ3 Sensor 

2.3 Vibration sensor  

Digital vibration sensor is a digital Plug and Play sensor block. It has vibration switch, digital input module and 

dedicated sensor expansion boards with the Arduino in combination. It can sense the weak vibration signals. When the 

accident occurs, it senses the pressure and sends it to the Arduino which in turn it sends the message to the registered 

mobile number. 
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III. CONSTRUCTION 

 

FIG. 1.3 Transmitter Unit 

 

FIG. 1.4 Receiver Unit 
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IV. WORKING 

The first step of project is it initializes all the port and next step is accident detection. If No accident occurs, then it will 

go to third step. Third step is listening to module continuously for Data and interprets data using if conditions. Fourth 

step is to check weather helmet is wear or not. Next step is to check the condition of drunk, if rider is drunk, display 

message "Rider Drunk" and then send the message to stored number with location.  

V. ADVANTAGES, APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

5.1 Advantages 

1. Detection of accident in remote area can be easily detected and medical services provided in short time.  

2. It will reduce the probability of accidents by simply avoiding drunken drive by using alcohol detector. 

5.2 Applications 

1. It can be used in real time safety system.  

2. We can implement the whole circuit into small VLSI chip that can be embedded into the helmet and bike unit. 

 3. It can be designed for less power consuming safety system.  

4. This safety system technology can further be enhanced in car or other vehicle by replacing the helmet with seat belt. 

5.3 Future Scope 

1. We can implement various bioelectric sensors on the helmet to measure various activities.  

2. We can use small camera for the recording the driver's activity. It can be used for passing message from the one 

vehicle to another vehicle by using wireless transmitter. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The designed Smart helmet ensures the safety of the rider by making it necessary to wear helmet, and also ensures that 

the rider hasn’t consumed alcohol more than the permissible limit. If any of these prime safety rules are violated, the 

proposed system will prevent the biker from starting the bike. The system also helps in efficient handling of the 

aftermath of accidents by sending a SMS with the location of the biker to the police station. This ensures that the 

victims get proper and prompt medical attention, if he/she met with an accident. 
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